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Preface
Culture and Computer Science 2020 Extended Reality

Fifteen years ago, the media theorist Lev Manovic provided a preview of
our present-day media situation by coining the idea of "augmented space".
For Manovic, this has been a space in which we act between various
" layers" of dynamic information that are localised and personalised for
each user (Manovich 2006: 226). Among the layers, we can imagine
today, for example, various social networks or other programs that work
with GPS-based and personalised information that users can access via
mobile devices.
Furthermore, and Manovic could not have foreseen this, these layers are
getting more and more hybrid by themselves. In Manovic's "augmented
space", these information layers on ly comp lement space. There is sti ll a
clear distinction between real space and additive data. Yet with the step
from Manovic's vision of an "augmented space" to today's "augmented
reality", virtual content is getting more and more seam lessly integrated
into the perception of the real wor ld . Even if the technology is not yet
ready for low-threshold and 'invisible' integration into daily life, it probuture. At present, there are already cutting-edge
ably will be in the nefr--f~
technologies like smartph nes or Microsoft's Hololense we ll on their way

to making this technolog suitable for mass production. Human perception is thus expanded, and new spaces of communication and interaction
are created .
Going one step further leads to the concept of extended reality. As an
umbrella term, extended reality refers to all kind of human-machine interactions being generated by computer and media technologies. However,
extended reality not on ly addresses the whole range of technologies
from augmented and mixed to virtual reality. Extended reality means all
current as well as future technologies. it is a media-technological concept,
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Augmented Reality and Renaissance Painting
An AR Experience for the Fitzwilliam Museum in
Cambridge

Giovanni Pescarmona
Università degli Studi di Firenze
5021 Florence, ltaly
pescarmona.giovann i ®gmai l.com

Abstract
This conference paper aims to demonstrate the effectiveness of
Augmented Reality technology as a powerful tool for communication
and dissemination of Cultural Heritage. The case study examined in
this paper is an Augmented Reality (AR) app designed for the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge (UK). The app, called Ways of Seeing,
conveys to the public conservation reports and non-invasive technical analysis about an ltalian Renaissance artwork, created in the
15 1h century by the Florentine painter Jacopo del Sellaio. Using this
kind of Extended Reality interactive digital interpretation, museums
can bridge the gap between scholarly research and public knowledge, giving accessibility to a largely unknown set of facts.
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Sellaio (born 1441- died 1493), a prolific painter active in the second half
of the fifteenth century [Fahy89] (Fig.1 ). lt is a painting of a considerable

Augmented Reality is rapidly and progressively gaining widespread use

size, measuring 58,6 cm in height and 178,8 cm in width. lts format, low

and popularity in a vast range of fields [Mani16] . Publishing, healthcare,

and wide, along with its profane subject, suggests that it may have been

engineering, gaming, and many more vital industries of our modern

originally a part of a spa/liera, a typical Renaissance furnishing element

world rely on visualisation and communication technologies that could

serving as a backrest, often decorated with paintings. Spalliere also had a

exploit the benefits associated with AR. Very popular smartphone apps,

thermal function, insulating the internai walls of homes from the external

like Pokemon Co, and- more recently - features of Google services like

cold and damp. If not a spalliera panel, the Cambridge painting may

Translate and Maps, have contributed over the last two decades to disse-

instead have been the frontal panel of a cassone, a genre of storage chest,

minate the basic principles of AR technology, which is now growing in

usually found in Medieval and Renaissance bedrooms and decorated with

terms of numbers of active users and developers specialized in its design

scenes painted with tempera and gold [Mizi 19].

and implementation [Mand19]. ln addition, research teams ali over the
world have contributed to the spread of the knowledge on this field with
an ever growing range of academie publications illustrating techniques,
best practices, and ref1ning theoretical frameworks for the use of AR for
the enhancement of the Cultural Heritage [Co mm 12] [Empl15] [CaBr1 7].
ln this paper 1 explain how AR has been used as a powerful tool to communicate very complex technical and conservation information relating to a
masterpiece of the ltalian Renaissance held in the Fitzwilliam Museum,
in Cambridge 1 • Using this particular approach, onsite visitors can access
an unprecedented quality and amount of technical information not generally available to the public [NeEg17] . lnnovative and unobtrusive user

Fig. 1: jacopo del Sellaio, Story of Cupid and Psyche, c. 1473. Cambridge,
Fitzwilliam Museum.

experience design makes this experiment user friendly and interactive,

The Fitzwilliam painting portrays the first half of the The Story of Cupid

allowing museum visitors to engage with the painting in a compelling and

and Psyche, a common subject for bridai chests in Renaissance Florence.

critical way. As we will discuss, this type of digital experience, using a

The story, which has a deep allegorical meaning, is the mythical romance

site-specifie installation, can be used to complement both temporary exhibitions and permanent collection settings.

of the morta! princess Psyche with Cupid, the Cod of love and son of
Venus. The first panel depicts the beginning of the tale, beginning with
the episodes of the birth of Psyche and Cupid falling in love with her.
The development features a complex plot of deceptions and riddles invol-

2

The Focus Painting

ving the other major characters of this story: Psyche's suitors, sisters, and
parents [Vert79]. Another painted panel, now held in a private collection,
shows the second half of the story and its happy resolution with Psyche's

2.1

History and Context

The focus of this digital experience is a Florentine artwork, painted around

marriage to Cupid, and has also been identified as a work by Jacopo del
Sellaio. As the dimensions are nearly identical, it seems certain that this

1473 using tempera and gold on a wooden panel, depicting the mytho-

second painting formed a pair with the one in the Fitzwilliam Museum

logical subject of The Story of Cupid and Psyche. The artist is Jacopo del

[Kroh08] . At a time when most art was religious, secular romance subjects
such as the Story of Cupid and Psyche were generally associated with

https://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.ukl, last accessed 05/03/2020.
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marriage [Vert93]. Therefore, this pair of painted panels could have been

These technical imaging methods were very helpful for the study of the

commissioned on the occasion of a wedding between wealthy Floren-

painting from an art historical and also technical point of view. Pigment

tines, and aiso paraded through the streets of the city to display the status
of its patrons [Call98].

analysis was coordinated with microphotography, while the X-ray scan

Sellaio's painting, part of the permanent collection of the Fitzwilliam

within the panel structure.

Museum, is normally displayed in the Upper Marlay gallery, with other

The most interesting information was obtained from infrared scanning.

revealed the presence of canvas patches under the gesso ground and nails

ltalian works from the 13'h to the 15'h century. lt is currently the centre-

Thanks to this imaging technique, it is possible to clearly identify later

piece of the Inspire 2020 exhibition curated by Kate Noble, held in the

retouching, but also, more importantly, preparatory underdrawings made

Octagon gallery of the Fitzwilliam Museum (1 0 December 2019-22

by the artist below the final layer of paint. The infrared image shows

March 2020) 2 • Inspire 2020 showcases primary school children's artworks

clearly an abundance of underdrawings, made with ink and pen, ail over

inspired by and responding to Sellaio's painting. Over the course of

the painted surface. For instance, the artist worked out the flying Cupid's

2019, 3,800 children and teachers researched and studied the painting in

final position making severa! adjustments to the arrangement of his wings

schools across Cambridgeshire, producing numerous drawings, paintings,

and feet. Evidence provided by the infrared frequency imaging means

sculptures, and installations, a selection of which are displayed within the

that it is also possible to see underdrawings that were initially outlined

Octagon gallery in dialogue with the Renaissance artwork.

by the artist, but then were left out from the final composition. These are
the figure of Cupid, armed with his bow and standing in a niche in the

2.2

Technical Analysis and Conservation

façade of his palace on the right-hand side of the scene, and three other

The chi ldren's own research into the materials and techniques used by Del

figures (probably Psyche herself and her parents) bowing to the statue of

Sellaio in his Renaissance workshop prompted the Fitzwilliam's experts to

the oracle in the temple in the left-hand side background. These elements

carry out their own research on the panel. ln arder to clieck the painting's

are not visible to the naked eye, as the artist decided not to include them

condition and to undertake scientific analysis, the panel was transported

in the final composition, and are therefore covered by an opaque layer of

to the Hamilton Kerr lnstitute (HKI), the paintings conservation department

tempera paint.

of the Fitzwi lliam Museum

3

Dr Paola Ricciardi, Fitzwilliam Museum's

The range and the results of the technical analysis executed by the

Research Scientist, and Vicky Sutcliffe, Paintings Conservator at HKI,

Fitzwilliam's conservators and scientists are discussed in a separate publi-

captured technical images of the painting and undertook a full non-inva-

cation [CoNo20], but from this brief summary it is possible to appreciate

sive investigation of the painting's materials over the course of two weeks.

how the findings shed light on the process of creating the artwork from

•

The technical images obtained include infrared reflectograms, micropho-

its material wooden support to its final execution. High-resolution micro-

tographs, and X-ray scans. Ail these technical analyses are non-invasive,

photographs, infrared, and X-ray scans are suitable for presentation to the

i.e. they do not require sampling of material from the wood support or the

public in a visual form , as they carry a good level of detail which allow the

paint layers. The painting was deemed to be in good overall conservation

user to appreciate the aforementioned features below the visible painted

condition, and the painted surface was lightly cleaned and consolidated

surface [Bruz13] . Furthermore, this technical datais rarely disseminated to

before the start of the exhibition. Also, the painting was glazed with a thin

a broad public, and a traditional form of interpretation display, such as a

anti-glare glass to protect it from physical damage and sudden thermohygrometric variations.

text panel, can be perceived by the public as tao complex or intimidating.
The particular affordances of AR, however, offer new ways to bring the
scientific analysis of paintings into the gallery space.

2
3

https://www.fitzmuseum .cam.ac.uklcal endar/whatson/ inspire-celebration-childrens-artrespon se-jacopo-del-sell aios-cupid-a nd -psyche, last accessed 05/03 /2020.
https://www.hki.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.ukl, last accessed 05/03/2020.
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Concept, Design and Development

The App Ways of Seeing runs on law-end Sony smartphones owned by
the Fitzwilli am Museum that can be borrowed free of charge by Museum

3.1

Partnerships and Multidisciplinarity

Ways of Seeing is the product of an international and interdisciplinary

visitors in the gallery. Two smartphones are kept beside the painting,
where visitors ca n use them independently. Framing jacopo del Sellaio's

partnership between several institutions. Art historians, museum educa-

painting with the smartphone camera, the deviee overlaps the real image

tors, conservators and scientists, digital specialists and software developers

with virtual elements. ln doing so, the user enjoys an empowered vision,

have ali contributed in different ways to this project, with a multi-faceted

and can identify features within the artwork that are not visible to the

approach. The development of the app was funded by the Arts and Huma-

naked eye, such as the underdrawings made by the artist, the structure of

nities Impact Fund and the Department of History of Art at the University

the wooden planks, or the microscopi e texture of pigment brushstrokes

of Cambridge, and has been carried out by Maggioli Group, an ltalian

(Fig. 2).

IT company based in Florence. Concept, design, and development of the
app were structured as a research collaboration between the Fitzwilliam
Museum, the Department of History of Art at the University of Cambridge
and the SAGAS (Department of History, Archaeology, Geography, Art, and
Performing Arts) at the University of Florence.
To create the app, the author (currently a PhD candidate at the University
of Florence), and Dr. Donal Cooper, Senior Lecturer in ltalian Renaissance
Art at the University of Cambridge, worked together with colleagues at the
Fitzwilliam Museum and the developers at Maggiol1 Group to integrate
th e new research within an effective user experience, which exploits the
potential of mobile-based augmented reality to encourage visitors to look
more closely at th e original painting. The author was the project manager,
coordinating and organizing the work between ali the different teams and
university departments involved in Cambridge and Florence 4 • Without this
degree of close collaboration between the different units, it would not
have been possible to design, develop, and test the software in the short
ti me frame of the project (December 2019- Febru ary 2020).

4

Concept, design and development of the Ways of Seeing app are the work of Giovanni
Pescarmona (U niversity of Florence) and Marcello Massidda (Seni or developer,
Maggioli Group). Research on the painting, text content included in the app, and
design of the user experi ence are a j oi nt work of Giovanni Pescarmona, Donal Cooper
(U nive rsity of Cambridge), Kate Noble (Fitzw illiam Museum), Daniel Pett (F itzwi lli am
Museum), Paola Ricciardi (F itzwi lli am Museum), Rosanna Evans (Fitzwilli am Museum),
Elsbeth Geldhof (independent conserva tor), Vicky Sutcliffe (Ham ilton Kerr lnstitute),
and Ch ri s Titmus (Ha milton Kerr lnstitute). Filippo Finesch i coord in ated the project at
Maggioli Group.

Fig. 2: Ways of Seeing app in use in th e Octagon Gallery. Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge.

~
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The basic functionality of the app allow the user to "see through" the

app, and represents the core of the user experience, each one offering a

painting to access technical and conservation information. To achieve
this, AR technology is used to overlay a computer-generated image on top

set of interactive elements.
The interface displays, on the lower part of the screen, a simp le touch bar,

of the real environment, creating a perceptual illusion. The user can see

or "navigator", showing the titles of the three modes: Microscopy, lnfrared,

"through" the painting, visualising three layers of digital images (micro-

and X-Ray. By tapping on one of these three words, the correspondent

photography, infrared, and X-Rays), experienc ing a sense of progressive

mode is activated . A virtual image, showing the selected technical data,

zooming into and below the visible surface.

will appear with an animation effect, and is superimposed at a 1:1 scale

To create a strong perception of identity between the digital image rendered

over the painting. Zooming levels on the images are synchronised on the

on the deviee and the real object that is in front of the user for the whole

hand held deviee with the user's movements when held up to the origina l

duration of the experience, a very accurate alignment of the computer-

painting, and help create the effect that the smartphone itself is doing the

generated image with the real object was needed. ln order to achieve this

scanning work in real time. The recognition rate of the Fitzwilliam pain-

technical spec ification, the Ways of Seeing app has been developed using

ting by the Vuforia SDK software is very high, a fact al lowing the user to

the marker-based Vuforia Software Development Kit (SDK), all ow ing high

get very close to the painting, to a li mit of 10 cm from its surface. This

levels of detail and smooth graphie rendering. The Vuforia SDK has been

translates into a very stable and high-quality experience, with little or no

implemented within the Unity game engine platform for the creation of

trembling or shaking of the virtual elements, and a considerable amount

the structure of the app (Fig. 3).

of freedom of movement for the user, who is free to frame the artwork,
explore its features, pause and then start again, with ease and without
frustration.
The user interface has been designed keeping in mind an expected usertime by visitors of about 2-6 minutes. Therefore, the team decided to minimise the number of buttons, switches, and sliders of the user interface,
with the aim of creating the most intuitive and se lf-exp lanatory experience
as possible. Theoretically, users do not even need to read the instructions
provided in the interpretation panels on display in the gallery to correctly
engage with the app, and first-hand feedback on the digital experience
(which is current ly sti ll ongoing) seems to confirm this assumption.

3.3
Fig. 3: Screenshot of the Ways of Seeing project viewport on the Unity game
engine.

Curated Content

While scanning the painting with the deviee camera is by itself an engaging and revelatory experience, the team working on the app concluded
that a curated form of content was needed in order to offer a more in-depth

The image of the pamtmg has been ass(milated to a perfectly flat 2-D

exposition of wh at techn ical analysis can tell art h istorians and conser-

image, and it has been used to create a marker, giving 3D coordinates for

vators about Renaissance art. We also wanted to convey this data in an

correctly orienting and placing the virtual elements in relation to the real

engaging and interactive way, without forcing the user to pass through an
obligatory path of subsequent steps to follow [Vild17]. This was a complex

env ironment. Then, a v irtual layer has been created with each one of the
three types of technical imagery (microphotography, infrared, and X-Rays).
Each one of these three images constitutes one of the three "modes" of the

problem to solve, as there were many conflicting design priorities, and we
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had to pass through many iterations of prototyping, testing, and correction

ti me in Explore mode (th at is wh ile the camerais rendering the AR images),

to get to the final result.
The compromise we agreed on is to select for each one of the three

the total number of Sessions (each time a user activates the app), and the

modes a total number of four Points Of lnterest (POl) marked by white

with the camera, action that can be performed multiple times within a

circular hotspots (HS), as shawn in Fig. 4. Each one of these is an inter-

single session). Data gathered so far during the short period of deploy-

active element: by tapping on it on the surface of the touchscreen, the

ment, however, is as yet insufficient to draw solid statistical conclusions

user is provided with an info sheet, carrying a magnified detail image of

from the analytics panel, but visitor services at the Fitzwilliam Museum

the selected point of interest along with a concise descriptive text. We

have gathered positive spontaneous feedback from the users, highlighting

total number of Tracked Markers (each time a user frames the painting

set the maximum length of ali the texts in the interactive info sheets to

how the digital visualisation tool helped them in looking in a new way at

300 characters, including spaces, to provide essential but also digestible

a Renaissance painting.

knowledge about every POl. The hotspots appear and disappear rhythmi-

Since the marker recognition is not very sensitive to the lighting conditions

cally with a graduai fade-in and fade-out effect every four seconds. This

and the glazing of the artwork, given the good recognition of the marker,

solution was chosen in arder to allow the user to appreciate the whole

the app could still be used to encourage visitors to engage with technical

technical image without any form of distraction and, at the same time,

data as an integral part of their gallery experience when the Inspire exhi-

to guide the user by presenting curated content for the most meaningful

bition ends and the painting returns to the permanent collection of the

information emerged from each one of the three chosen technical images.

Fitzwilliam Museum.

These include: for microphotographs, details of liquid gold, and various
types of different pigments used to create shading and highlights; for
infrared, sketches made by the artist to figure out the position of anatomical elements, or characters that were sketched, but not included in
the final composition; for X-rays, wormholes, metal nails in the wooden
support, and pieces of canvas fabric to protect the painted surface.
Also, for each one of the three modes, a general info sheet is provided with
information about the scientific technique used to produce the image, and
can be accessed by tapping the info button on the top right-hand side
corner of the touchscreen. Using smartphones owned by the Fitzwilliam
Museum allowed a quicker development time, as there was no need to
create a responsive user interface with a flexible layout capable of detecting the visitor's touchscreen size and change accordingly. The experience
is also more user friendly, as visitors do not have to download any app on
their persona! smartphone. ln the future, it would be possible to expand
the project by creating a free downloadable app that could be used outside
the Museum setting, maybe using a printed image as a marker for the AR
experience, and including more artworks in the digital platform.
A hidden analytics page can be accessed by the Museum's team, and has
been developed to gather non-persona! data to assess the impact of the
app and how people tend to use it. Each smartphone tracks the total usage

Fig. 4: Screenshot of the Ways of Seeing app running on the Sony smartphone.
The lnfrared mode is selected, and the four white c ircular hotspots are shown on
the virtual image.
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Conclusion
[Empl15]

This type of multimedia experience represents an important addition to
the visitor experience at the Fitzwilliam Museum, complementing the
Inspire 2020 exhibition and, in the future, the permanent collection in

the Upper Marlay Gallery. The AR app provides a powerful, engaging

[Fahy89]
[Kroh08]

and meaningful experience through an accessible medium, conveying
information that is not easily communicable with traditional forms of
display. ln a future phase of the project, feedback left by the visitors will
offer valuable insights, enabling an assessment of the impact of the app
and elements to improve, moving towards an experience that can be

[Mand19]
[Mani16]

also accessed remotely, outside the museum. ln conclusion, this paper
explored how applications like Ways of Seeing can close the gap between

[Mizi19]

technical analysis, scholarly research and public knowledge, raising the
·awareness about the methods and practices of technical art history. An
Extended reality approach of this kind, while technologically simple,

[NeEg17]

can be very effective for communication and dissemination purposes for
museums, galleries, and cultural institutions worldwide.
[Vert79]
...
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